Complex factorial structure of Ellis' Irrational Beliefs.
Previous research with a newly developed children's scale for measuring Ellis' constructs with regard to irrational beliefs showed that while the scale clearly reflected theoretically predicted developmental trends, the internal consistency reliability of the overall 11-item scale was relatively low (.56). This low internal consistency suggested that the 11 items were in fact heterogeneous and were not measuring a single, univocal, construct. An exploratory factor analysis was performed on the responses of 788 fifth-through thirteenth-grade students. Results of the Alpha factor and analysis clearly indicate that the scale is multifaceted, i.e., comprised of four orthogonal, interpretable factors. Estimates of internal consistency reliabilities for the separate factors, when corrected for length, revealed that each of the new factors was more reliable than the full scale score in this sample. Potential revisions of the scale, as well as cautions for its use in clinical applications on its present form are discussed.